Effect of ultrasound parameters for unilamellar liposome preparation
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A B S T R A C T
In this study, it was investigated the effects of ultrasound, namely power input, distance from ultrasound tip to base of reactor and treatment time, in the formation of liposomes. Results indicate a dependence on cavitation events that are a function of power input, and consequently dependent on the position of the probe within the reaction vessel and the wave behaviour. Short treatment times are required to achieve nanosized vesicles in anti-nodal (k/4; 19 mm) reactor geometries. In this wave point the cavitation phenomenon is more pronounced when compared with the nodal point (k/2; 38 mm). Therefore, the consideration of the above parameters is vital if dependable and repeatable results are to be achieved.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Liposome applications can be found in many different areas as biochemistry, molecular biology, food technology, pharmaceutical and medical. Each application requires vesicles with different characteristics, which will be dependent for example, on the material to be encapsulated, as well as on the different release properties [1–3]. Different methodologies are described in the literature to produce multi-lamellar vesicles (MLVs), large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs) and small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs) [1,2,4,5]. The use of ultrasound methods to produce LUVs and SUVs are widely reported in the literature [5–7]. However, the productions of these phospholipid vesicles are poorly reproducible, since that ultrasound experimental set-up is poorly described.

Ultrasound phenomena in liquid media enhance mass transports of their constituents in a non-homogeneous fashion allowing the fast formation of vesicles [8,9]. Several authors had pointed the fact that the most claimed ultrasound characteristics are in direct dependence of power input and duration of sonication effects [10–12]. However, the control of these two parameters still leaves the possibility of variation sound field intensity arising from the relationship between the frequency of ultrasound, position of probe tip from the base of the vessel and the phase of the sound wave upon reflection at the base. It is well known that ultrasound mechanical waves generate cavitation in liquids with the formation of local hot spots and free radicals [13,14]. Previous work, done by Little et al., has shown that variations of the ultrasound path-length had a marked effect on rates of temperature rise and radical production within the bulk solution [15]. Therefore, the power input, the duration of treatment and the position of the ultrasound source within the solution, will have an outcome on the ultrasound conditions imposed on the solution. This will affect the levels of hydroxyl radicals (·OH) generated in solution. In fact, the chemical effects of the cavitation bubble collapse, namely ·OH radical formation, are rarely considered in detriment of the extent of the tensile stresses imposed by ultrasound, which are usually reported [15].

The present work intends to show the need of control experimental set of operating parameters to engineer the characteristics of phospholipids vesicles. For that it was performed an extensive reactor characterization process. The methodology that was used explored the effects of the three parameters referred, namely power input, sonication time and depth (measure from the base of the vessel), in the production of hydroxyl radicals and consequently in the formation of vesicles. These conditions were related with lipid vesicle size, the polydispersity index (PDI) and surface charge (before and after sonication).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

2.1.1. Reagents
Sodium phosphate dibasic, monosodium phosphate, terephthalic acid, sodium hydroxide, chloroform and 1,2-dipalmitoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DPPC) were purchased from Sigma Chemicals and used as supplied, without further purification.
2.1.2. Ultrasound equipment

The experimental set-up used was composed of a probe type ultrasound source (20 kHz Sonics and Materials Vibracell CV 33) fitted with a 3 mm diameter titanium micro-tip. Power delivery was controlled as percentage amplitude (23%, 30% and 40%). The reaction vessel was an open glass cell (diameter 19 mm and height 75 mm), which contained 16 mL of sample solution.

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Calorimetry and dosimetry procedures

The reactor was characterized via calorimetry and dosimetry by an adaptation of the previously published method [15]. Calorimetry measurements were performed within a custom made enclosure with temperature recorded via four wire ended k-type thermocouples (TCs), three positioned at the outer sides and one at the base of a glass vessel of the same type as that used for dosimetry and liposome formation. The TCs were interfaced with a Pico Technology TC-08 Thermocouple data logger connected to a computer with Pico Log software version R.33. The sonochemical reactor temperature was controlled via a thermo-stated water bath with a heat exchanger placed within a thermo jacket cell. The vessel was filled with 16 mL of deionised water and the probe activated for ninety seconds (90 s) constant ultrasound at the indicated power input settings. The initial temperature (T1) was taken from the average within the solution for 10 s prior to activation, and the final temperature (T2) the average in the final 40 s of sampling. Calorimetry was performed using deionised water and the calorific power of the reactor was determined from Eq. (1), where E is the calculated energy (J) to raise the water temperature, ΔTave is equal to difference of the final and initial temperature (T2 − T1), m is the mass of H2O (kg) and c_p is the heat capacity of H2O (4186 J kg⁻¹ K⁻¹). The change in temperature (ΔT) from the initial to final levels was calculated for each TC position where ΔT = T2 − T1, values were averaged from the four TC positions to give ΔTave.

\[ E = \Delta T_{ave} \cdot m \cdot c_p \] (1)

Calorific power was subsequently converted to intensity (I) units of W cm⁻² using Eq. (2) where 1 is the time of ultrasound activation and \( \pi \) \cdot \( r^2 \) the surface area of the micro-tip.

\[ I = \frac{E}{\Delta T \cdot \pi \cdot r^2} \] (2)

A total sonication time of 90 s using the previously specified duty cycle was used at an indicated power input percentages of 23%, 30% and 40%.

The dosimetry procedure was performed by the ultrasonic irradiation of buffered aqueous terephthalic acid (TA) solution [15]. This leads to the breakdown or sonolysis of the water, which results in the formation of hydroxyl (·OH) and hydrogen (H⁺) radicals. The reaction is specific to ·OH radicals and results in conversion of TA to 2-hydroxy-terephthalic acid (HTA), which exhibits fluorescence under UV excitation and accounts for 35% of OH radical formation [10].

The detection of HTA was performed on a Shimadzu RF-1501 spectrofluorophotometer, using an excitation wavelength of 314 nm and an emission wavelength of 425 nm. Samples were taken (2 mL) in triplicate and returned after analysis. The HTA decay rate during the 15 min of incubation time was negligible. Fluorescence data was averaged and converted to nmol mL⁻¹ s⁻¹ using the calibration curve of fluorescence vs HTA concentration (nmol mL⁻¹).

The calorimetry and dosimetry procedures were based on the variations of the distance between the ultrasound tip and the base of the reaction chamber, shown as x in Fig. 1. These distances variations were chosen based on a guideline wavelength. The Marczak equation (Eq. (3)) [16] gave us the value of the velocity of sound in pure water (c), and therefore, it is possible to determine the wavelength according to the Eq. (4), where T is the temperature in degrees Celsius and the f the frequency in kHz.

\[ c = 1.402385 \times 10^{-3} + 5.0388137 \times 10^{-2}T \]
\[ + 3.287156 \times 10^{-4}T^3 - 1.398845 \times 10^{-6}T^4 + 2.787860 \]
\[ \times 10^{-9}T^5 \] (3)

\[ f = \frac{c}{\lambda} \] (4)

According to Eqs. (3) and (4) for 50 °C the wavelength was 77.1 mm.

2.2.2. Liposomes preparation

Liposomes were prepared by the thin film hydration method as detailed by Ferreira et al. [17]. According to this method, a known amount of DPPC was dissolved in chloroform. The organic solvent was evaporated under a nitrogen stream and the residual traces of solvent were removed by a further evaporation for, at least, three hours under the same stream. The resulting dried lipid film was dispersed by the addition of phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4). These mixtures were then vortexed above their phase transition temperature (41.4 °C) to produce MLVs. MLVs suspension were sonicated at 50 ± 1 °C to produce LVs and was carried out with a total treatment of 21 min monitored in 3 min increments. A pulsed duty cycle of 8 s on, 2 s off was used for all the experiments with indicated power delivery of 23%, 30% and 40%.

2.2.3. Photon-correlation spectroscopy (PCS) and zeta-potential measurements

The zeta-potential, the PDI and the size distribution of liposomes were determined at pH 7.4 (phosphate buffer) and 50 °C via dynamic light scattering (DLS) analysis using a Malvern zetasizer NS.
3. Results and discussion

The reactor was characterized via calorimetry and dosimetry procedures, as described in Section 2.2.1, prior to testing the liposome behaviour to the sonication. These two procedures were made at 19 mm (anti-nodal point; $k/4$) and 38 mm (nodal point; $k/2$) of depth, which were calculated based on an estimated wavelength of 77.1 mm. The nodal point is known as a point where the wave has the minimal amplitude. The opposite of a nodal point is an anti-nodal point, where the amplitude of the wave is maximum.

The calorimetry results are presented in Fig. 2. In this figure, it is possible to observe that the energy deposition for these two depths (19 and 38 mm) increase with the power input. The highest value of input energy (about of 50 W cm$^{-2}$/C$^0$) was obtained at 19 mm of depth and 40% of power input. Although, when it was used the 23% of power input at two different depths (19 and 38 mm), it was obtained the same input energy inside of the reactor (about 15 W cm$^{-2}$/C$^0$). After the calorimetry method it was performed the TA dosimeter, which is extensively used as an OH radical indicator [11,12]. The extent of the conversion of TA to HTA obtained in the dosimetry procedure is shown in Fig. 3. The behaviour at the 38 mm ($k/2$) position showed an almost linear production of hydroxyl radicals. Conversely, the 19 mm ($k/4$) position displayed a significant increase in hydroxyl radical production at 40% power input. The possible reason for this is that whilst cavitation bubble implosion is regarded as necessary for OH radical formation, and is also a contributor of heat, other factors are present which contribute heat energy to the solution when conditions do not favor OH radical production. These include cavitation bubble implosion of insufficient energy to form radicals, fluid friction within the bulk solution from the mixing effect, and friction between the bulk solution with the stationary boundary layer adjacent to the side of the vessel. These friction forces could continue to provide heat energy even when the differential in acoustic pressure is not enough to sustain effective cavitation [15]. After this characterization, it was possible to identify the minima and maxima hydroxyl radical activity points as occurring at 38 mm (nodal point) and 19 mm (anti-nodal point) positions, respectively.

The characterization described above is essential, once that the ultrasound can promote the hydrolysis and the oxidation of phospholipids, via the free radicals produced in the cavitation bubbles collapse. Additionally, high temperatures accelerate phosphocholine hydrolysis. Thus, during the sonication procedure, temperature should be controlled otherwise oxidation and hydrolysis reactions are favored [18,19]. However, according to Rabinovich-Guilatt et al. [20] a temperature of 50 °C over 24 h induces only 1.6% of phosphocholine hydrolysis. In this context, in order to minimize the hydrolysis, the temperature was controlled during all the experiment using a thermo-stated bath and the sonication was carried out in time intervals of 3 min. Therefore, in our working conditions this hydrolysis should be negligible.
Fig. 5. Size distribution of liposomes (1500 μM) using 19 mm (a) and 38 mm (b) of depth, after 21 min of sonication, with 40% of amplitude, at 50 °C and pH 7.4.

Fig. 6. Size distribution of liposomes (1500 μM) using 19 mm (a) and 38 mm (b) of depth, after 21 min of sonication, with 23% of amplitude, at 50 °C and pH 7.4.
Afterwards, the ultrasonic treatment of the liposomes was carried out at amplitudes of 23%, 30% and 40%, using the depths of 38 and 19 mm, measured from the base of the vessel. The variation of the vesicles size with sonication time, at different fixed sonication powers and different depths, was analyzed by DLS.

Size distribution is a crucial parameter for the characterization of liposomes and can be weighted by number, surface area, volume or any other property of the particle being measured. These different measurements are dependable of the liposomes applications. Liposomal delivery of an encapsulated hydrophilic drug, for example, is best described by a volume-weighted histogram to determine the liposome size at which most of the drug is carried. Delivery of a membrane-bound molecule may be better described by a surface-area weighted histogram [7]. In this work, the size of liposomes was measured in terms of volume, so these liposomes can be used as vehicle for controlled release [21]. Fig. 4 shows the vesicle size, after increasing sonication times and using constant sonication amplitudes: 23%, 30% and 40%, for the system containing 1500 μM of DPPC. This figure shows a decrease of the particle size with the increase of the sonication time, until a plateau size was obtained after 21 min of sonication. These results also show that the vesicle sizes decreased when sonication amplitude increased.

In addition, using different sonication times and different depths, a difference in the sizes were observed. Considering a constant sonication time and amplitude, a higher value of liposome sizes were observed when the treatment was made at 38 mm. On the other hand, at the anti-nodal point (19 mm) the cavitation phenomenon is more pronounced promoting a higher hydroxyl radical formation. These phenomena could affect the composition of samples and the formation of vesicles with lower sizes. However, in the nodal point (38 mm) the size obtained was not so different, after 21 min of treatment, with the advantage to decrease the possibility of phospholipid oxidation since at this depth the OH radical production is much lower. Fig. 4 also shows that using higher amplitude it was possible to obtain a decrease in PDI. In fact, the size and PDI decreased as the higher power exerts greater shear forces within the solution. The greater extent of streaming from the ultrasound source promotes higher mixing of the solution and consequently more homogeneity. Therefore, at 19 mm and after 21 min of treatment a drop in the physical size and PDl was observed. However, at 38 mm the difference of size was not so significant and the possibility of occurring oxidative reactions is lower. This is very important when it is used polyunsaturated phospholipids, because they are easily oxidised. In Figs. 5 and 6 it can be observed two different sizes of population. Current theories postulate that sonication, as other methods of liposome formation, randomly fragment MLVs into what are termed LUVs [122]. These disc-like fragments are thought to fold up into thermodynamically stable liposomes [23]. Alternatively, tiny unstable liposomes, formed during sonication, may fuse together to form slightly larger, stable liposomes [24,25].

The determinations of zeta-potential were made before and after sonication. After the measurements it was verified that the potential surface of liposomes did not change significantly by the use of ultrasound (±3.90 and ±3.24 mV, before and after ultrasound, respectively).

4. Conclusions

The results of this work show the importance of reactor characterization to attain the control of liposome sizes using an ultrasonic probe system. It was considered that the three principal factors of ultrasound which could influence the ranges of size and zeta-potential of liposomes are: depth, power input and extent of treatment. Indeed, these factors that could influence the cavitation phenomenon have an impact on the rate and structure of the vesicles formed. At 19 mm of depth, 40% of amplitude and 21 min of treatment, carried out in time intervals of 3 min, it is possible to obtain a more homogeneous population of nanosized vesicles than 38 mm. These two positions are of importance when using ultrasound for the breakup of multi-lamellar liposome layer stuff, in particular the position at which constructive interference (anti-nodal point; 19 mm) occurs as this maximises cavitation events and associated phenomena.

These findings seem to indicate the usefulness of the ultrasound method to obtain unilamellar liposomes, particularly when the parameters are controlled.
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